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Intoroduction

The aim of this paper is to construct a universal Λ-matirix for a certain
quotient of the quantized universal enveloping algebra Uq(sl(N+l9C)) in the sense
of DrinfeΓd [2] and Jimbo [5] [6] at roots of unity. The notion of universal
jR-matrix is due to DrinfeΓd. A universal Λ-matrix for a Hopf algebra A over C
is an invertible element RεA®A with the following properties: (1) RΔ(a)R~i = A(#),
for αeΛ, (2) (Δ®id)(R) = R^R23, (id®Δ)(R) = R13Rl2. Here Δ:A->A®A is the
comultiplication, and A is the opposite comultiplication A = /Ό Δ for the permutation
P in A®A, P(a®b) = b®a. The map Δ is not in general symmetric in the sense
that A^Δ, but from the property (1) of this universal /^-matrix, there arises an
,4-module isomorphism V®W-+ W®Vfor A -modules Fand W. It follows from
two properties (1) and (2) that it satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation: Rί2Rι^R23
= /?23^i3^i2» where Rtj is the embedding of R into the i-th and j-th factor of
A®A®A.

In [14], Rosso gave an explicit formula of universal /^-matrix for
Uq(sl(N+\,Oj) for generic q, and in [15], he obtained a universal /^-matrix for a
quotient of Uq(sl(N+l9C)) when q is a primitive r-th root of unity for an integer
Y satisfying that r>N+l and that r and N+\ are coprime. The result was
independently obtained in [17]. In [23],[24],[25], and [26], Yamane introduced
quasi-triangular Hopf algebras associated to complex simple Lie superalgebras of
types A-G, and gave explicit formulas of their universal jR-matrices, both in generic
and non-generic cases. In particular, he got an explicit formula of a universal
^-matrix for a quotient of Uq(sl(N+l,C)).

In the present paper, we give an explicit formula of a universal Λ-matrix for

a quotient of Uq(sl(N 4-1, C)) for a primitive r-th root of q of unity, r ̂  1,2,4. Let Ei9 Fi9

and Ki9 l<i<N9 be the generators of the Hopf algebra Uq(sl(N+l,C)). Let U+

be the Hopf subalgebra Uq(sl(N+ 1,Q) generated by £„ Kb ί<i<Nand U~ the Hopf

subalgebra generated by Fi9 Ki9 l<i<N. The construction of the universal Λ-matrix
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is based on the quantum double construction due to DrinfeΓd [2]. An essential
point of this construction is the existence of a non-degenerate pairing U+ x U~ -» C
compatible with the Hopf algebra structures of U+ and U~. Since a pairing
naturally defined degenerates when q is a root of unity, we consider, following

Yamane [25], a certain quotient of Uq(sl(N+l,C)).

For NGN and 1 <re TV, we put d=(r,N+ 1), a = r-d, r= ̂ . Let C be a primitive
r-th root of unity with (ζ + ζ )(C - 0 φ 0. We remark that ζN+ί is a primitive 0-th
root of unity, and? ζ2 is a primitive f-th root of unity. Let (#;;) !<,-,;<# be the
Cartan matrix for sl(N+ 1,C). In the present paper, we consider the Hopf algebra
C/ζ which is a quotient Hopf algebra of Uζ(sl(N+l,C)).

As an algebra C/ζ is generated by E{, Fi9 Kb K^~l, \ = Tl?=lKf for \<i<N with
the relations:

i = 1 ,

ff =0 (|ί-7l = 1),

4=4=0,
A7=l, Λ"=l,

where (αi,αj) = αij, and for l^ίXy^
inductively defined by

and Ar=£ or F, the element Xtj is

if y=i+l,

Let ί/ζ

+ be the Hopf subalgebra of Uζ generated by Ei9 K f , l<i<N, Uζ~ the
Hopf subalgebra of Uζ generated by Fh K f , l<i<N, and (Uζ

+)° the dual algebra
of C/ζ

+ with the opposite comultiplication. We construct a Hopf algebra
isomorphism φ: C/ζ~ -*• (ί/ζ

+)°, and give an explicit formula of an orthonormal basis
with respect to the pairing Φ.

Applying the quantum double construction to the Hopf algebra C/ζ

+, we see
that the Hopf algebra isomorphism φ induces a Hopf algebra epimorphism ψ from the
quantum double D(Uζ

+) to the Hopf algebra t/ζ. The image of the universal R of
D(Uς~) under ψ<S)ψ is a universal R of ί/ζ.
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As well-known, a universal R can be used in producing tangle invariants

obtained from the representations of the quantized universal enveloping algebras

for classical simple Lie algebras (see for example [H][12][13][18][19]). As an
application of our universal R, we can calculate some tangle invariants, which are
essential in the construction of Witten's 3-manifold invariants [21].

For any positive integer K9 let P+(K) be the set of the dominant integral

weights λ with Q<(λβ)<K, where θ denotes the longest root. We consider the
family of finite dimensional irreducible representations of C/ζ whose highest weight
λ is contained in P+(K), in the case r = K+N+l. For an oriented framed link
L, we denote by J(L) the tangle invariant obtained by using these irreducible
representations. Using our explicit formula of universal R for C/ζ in the case
f=K+N+l, one can calculate J(Hλμ)9 where Hλμ denotes Hopf link with two
components assigned with Vλ and Vμ:

W

Here p is half the sum of positive roots. Let S=(Sλμ) be the modular transformation
S matrix for characters of the integrable highest weight modules due to Kac and

Peterson [7]. Using the equality Sλμ = S0()J(Hλμ\ we show Verlinde's formula for
the fusion algebra of type A§\ The fusion algebra is an associative commutative

ring with basis labelled by P+(K) and the product wλ - wμ of two basis elements can be
written as a sum Σ7VJμ wv with structure constants N%μ e N called the fusion rule. The
modular transfomation S-matrix and the fusion rules N^μs are related by Verlinde's

formula [20]:

™λμ~ 2^ o *

The paper is organized as follows: In §1, we recall the quantum double

construction due to DrinfeFd and define the Hopf algebra Uζ. In §2, a universal
R for t/ζ is obtained, applying the quantum double construction to the Hopf

subalgebra ί/ζ

+ of Uζ. In §3, we state tangle operators derived from irreducible

representations of £/ζ, and calculate some tangle invariants. As an application of

the tangle invariants, we prove Verlinde's formula for the fusion algebra of type Affl.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. The author would like to thank H.Yamane for his

lectures and conversations on his work. She wishes to express her deepest gratitude

to Professor T. Kohno and M. Wakui for all of their help and useful advice.

1. Hopf algebra Uζ and quantum double construction

In this section, we define the Hopf algebra and recall the quantum double
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construction due to DrinfeΓd [2].
Let A be a Hopf algebra over C.

element Re A® A such that
A universal jR-matrix for A is an invertible

(l)RΔ(a)R-l=&(a) for a e A, (1.1)

(1.2)

where Δ is the comultiplication and Λ = P o Δ for the permutation P,P(a®b) =
Here Λ1 2 = Σ ίΛ i®i ί®l, /?13 = ΣI.0ί®l®6ί, and /?23=Σίl®0ί®6ί, where the
components of the universal R are given by Λ = ΣfβI®έf. The pair (A,R) is called
a quasitriangular Hopf algebra.

The so-called quantum double construction due to DrinfeΓd allows us to
produce quasitriangular Hopf algebras from Hopf algebras. It can be used to
construct a univeasal R. The method can be sketched as follows. Let A be a
finite dimensional Hopf algebra and A° its dual with opposite comultiplication.

Then, the quantum double D(A) is isomorphic to A®A° as a vector space, and
it contains A and A° as Hopf subalgebras via the natural embeddings, and the
universal R of D(A) is the image of the canonical element of A ®A° i.e. Σ^ ® 1 ® 1 ® el,
if {et} is a basis of A and {V} the dual basis in A * which is the dual space of A.

For NθN and l<rE7V, we put d=(r,7V+l), a = ̂  and f=^.

Let ((α;,α/)) !</,,-<# be the Cartan matrix of type AN:

ί 2 ~l

-1 2 '

,0

° ϊ
. 2 -1

-1 2 /

((«„«,))=

Let C be a primitive r-th root of unity with (C + <f)(( — O/O We remark that
is a primitive <z-th root of unity, and that ζ2 is a primitive f-th root of unity.

We define the Hopf algebra t/ζ which is a quotient Hopf algebra of

L = Π?=1 for l<i<N with

(1.3)

(1.4)

The algebra Uζ is generated by Ei9 Fh Kh

the relations:

— AΓ. A j ,

(1.5)
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= 0 (\i-j\ = l), (1.6)

EiEj=EjEί (|/-y|>2), (1.7)

FiFj=FJFί (|/-/|>2), (1.9)

4=4=0, (1.10)

A7=1,Λ' = 1, (1.11)

where, for integers i andy with l<i<j<N+ί and X=E or F, the element X{J is
inductively defined by

i f y =/+l,

The algebra t/ζ has a Hopf algebra structure with comultiplication Δ, counit ε, and
antipode S given by

= Et® 1 +Kί®Ei, Δ(Ff) = F,® AΓf ' + 1 ®Fto

d=-KΓlE* S(Fί)=-FiKi, S(K±) = K?.

Let us show that the definitions of Δ and S are compatible with (1.10). We
prove some Lemmas.

We put

Lemma 1.1. Let M be the C-algebra generated by A and B with the relations:

A2B-(ζ+ζ-1)ABA + BA2=0, (1.12)

B2A-(ζ+ζ~1)BAB+AB2=Q. (1.13)

We put

Then it holds:

C'f= CF+(1 -ζ-2ft
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Proof. When C' = AB— ζ~lBA, we have, for any positive integer «,

(U4)

i = O V /

where

. . - = -

'
2

[ί] [i] ' i-

The equality is shown as follows. We have the following equalities for any
non-negative integer n:

(1.15)

(i-r2)M=i-r2", (Lie)

We show the equality (1.14) by induction on n. We suppose that the equality
(1.14) holds for n, and then it follows from (1.15),(1.16),(1.17) that

=(Cr(Γ2C+(l-ζ-2)AB)

= V f f l >\(i_/;-2y;
^ I 1C
= ί ς

i=0\ί

|.0\I7{

" + 1 /M -I- 1 \ •/ i \

= + i--2-ί^+^-
--

Σ(
i = o \ ί
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So the equality (1.14) holds. As ζ2 is a primitive r-th root of unity, we obtain the
claim, putting n = F in the equality (1.14).

For l</</<jV+l, the elements EtJ and E'u are inductively defined by

Ei if >/

Lemma 1.2. (i) For i<p<j, we put A=Eip and B = Epj. Then these A and
B satisfy the relations (1.12) and (1.13).

(ii) ê Aave

Proof, (i) We show by induction on p that {E^E^ ξ — 0, for p>i+2. It follows
from relation (1.6) that [Fi,Fίf+2]ζ=0. We suppose that [£f,Eίp]ζ=0. Then we
obtain from the relation (1.7),

Similarly, using the relation (1.7) and the equality

we obtain by induction on /? that lEf

ppEj_ί]ζ = 0 for p<j— 2.

We put * = [Fίp,[Ffp,̂ .]ζ]ζ and Y = llEip,E'pj]ζ,E'pj]ξ. Computing
[^-lί̂ -i,̂ ], [Jr^/]f, [[I^Jp^ J and [ .̂̂ T], we prove that Eίp and £;y

satisfy the relations (1.12) and (1.13). Noting that [Ei9Eip~]%=0 and

it follows that

= Ef_ ιEip\_Eίp,E'pJ]ζ — ζEf_ i
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Here we have used [£i_lp,£;j]ζ = [̂ i-ι,[£ίp,̂ ;j]ζ]ζ So, when ί + f^O and ̂ =0,
it turns out that [£j_ !,,[£;_ ιp,£'pjζ]f=0. From the formula {.Eip,E'pj+l]ί

fe and the relation (1.7), we have

= [Eip,[Eip>E'pip,ip>pj+

So, if [£|r[£lr£;j]Jf=0, then [£ lp,[ ί̂p,^;j+1]ζ]ζ=0. Thus the elements Eip and
E'pJ satisfy the relations (1.12).

From the equalities [£PJ,£i_1]=0 and

E^E'^ = 0.

it follows that

= \_Eip,E'pJ],E'pjEf - ζE'^E^E'^E
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Here we have used the equality \.Eίp,E'pj

So, if ζ + ί/0 and [LEip,E'pJ]^E'pJ]^=Q, then [LElp,E'pJ+1^,EpJ+l^=Q. From
the equality [E^^E^E^^E^^E'^ we have

If [[£lp^
r;j]p£i;ijf=0, then [[̂ -̂ Ĵ  jf-O. Thus the elements Eip and E'r)

satisfy the relations (1.13).
(ii) Let us show that \Eip>E'pfo = {.Eip+ί,E'p+lj]-ζ.

We have

We suppose that \.Eip,E'p^=[_Eip+l,E'p+l^. Then we obtain

~ L.Eip+ l>Ep+ίj+ iJζ

and

= EΪ- ί\_Eip+ l9E'p+ υ ]ζ - ζ\_Eip+ l9E'p+ 1 j]ζ^i- 1

, ι}E'p+ ij — ζEp+ ίj{Ei_lEip+ ί —ζEip+

So the claim holds.

By Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.2, we have the equality
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u + 1 + 1 j ζ

,,£;+ υ]ζf +(1 -

Lemma 1.3. We have the formula

Eί/ = Eί/+ Σ (0-Γ2fi
i<pι< <ps<j

Proof. From the equality stated just before the lemma repeatedly, we have that

By induction on 7 — /, we get the claim.

By Lemma 1.3, we obtain £[? = § and similarly, F^r = 0.

Now we prove that the definition of the coproduct Δ is compatible with the
relation (1.10). We can prove the following formula

where K{j ^K^-K^^ We put

It follows that if &>/, then ukul = ζ2uluk. As we can write that

•f Uj-i) + Uj_i+i, we have

where 4>m(C2) = (l -C2)(l-C4) (l-C2m) (see [14]). Putting m = f, we can obtain
the equality Δ(£i/ = 0.

By induction, it follows that 5^ )̂= -K^E'^ and 5(Fy)= -ζ2^"1"1^. We
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recall that Eif = F'if = Q and so one can obtain that S(Eijf=S(Fijf=Q.

2. A construction of a universal R-matrix for C/ζ

In this section, we construct a universal jR-matrix for t/ζ, using the quantum
double construction due to DrinfeΓd [2]. Our method is similar to that of the
construction of the universal /^-matrix in [23] and [26].

Let t/ζ

+ be the Hopf subalgebra of £/ζ generated by Ei9 Kf, i<i<N and Uζ~
the Hopf subalgebra of t/ζ generated by Fh Kiy l<i<N and (Uζ

+)° be the dual
algebra of ί/ζ

+ with the opposite comultiplication.
First we fix some notations. Let {<Xi\l<i<N} be the system of simple roots

and Π+ the set of positive roots α {+—hα/-ι with l<ι'</<W+l of sl(N+l,
C). We denote by ρ = 0Zαf the root lattice and let (>):βxβ-»Z be the
pairing defined by (αI,α7) = αίj, where (0;j)i <(,;<# is the Cartan matrix of type AN.

We shall put on the set {Etj\l <i<j<N± 1} a total order •< defining E^Ey
if k<i, or k = i and /</. We also denote E{j by EΛ for αeΠ + if
α = αf 4- —ί- «j-1 The following notation will be used in describing a C-basis of C/ζ

+:

N

P={v\v =
ΐ = l

Moreover, we denote by Tlaen+EΛ

mβt for (wa)e/ ordered monomials of the £α's
according to the total order defined above, E^2E^3 "Ey^\l

9 and for v = Σf=ivioίi

with (z>;)i<f<Ne./, set Λ^ = ΠjLιAΓf". In a way similar to Lemma 4.2 in [22], we
can derive a system of generators of t/ζ

+.

Proposition 2.1. The algebra U^ is generated by {naeΠ+EΛ

m<xKυ\(mΛ)eI,(vi)eJ}
as a C-vector space.

Proof. Using ths relations (1.3),(1.4) and (1.11), any element x of C/ζ

+ can be
written as a C-lenear combination of the elements E{^"EimKv with \<ik<N and
0<y (<r. Let L be the subalgebra generated by Kb 0<i<N. We remark that
L is generated by {Kλ\λeP} as a C-vector space. In fact, it follows, from the
relations (Πf=1/q)α = l, KJf=l, that jεj=(Πjl~1

1Λ:/)β. So we can write Λ$

for α<6<r-l as a product of elements in {Kυ\(v^eJ}. Let />jV = {((/ιJι), ,(Wjk))

= EJ^J Eikjk. We define a map η:PN^Z given by
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ιj(Σ) = lΊOΊ -/!)+••• + 4(7* - ik) for Σ e />„, q (0) = 0.

We consider the subspace Wm generated by {EΣ\η(Σ)<m}. A sequence

Σ = ((ιΊJι), ,(w*))e/>N is called increasing if (/ιJ\)<(/2J2)^ ••^Wk) In parti-
cular, φ is increasing. From [22], for a pair (,s,0< (*,.)>), we can show

P p — fδxs-δxt-δys + δytp p_ι_ y r F *.F (*\
^xy^st-t* ^st^xy^ L CΣ£'tιh'"£'inJn (*)

η(Σ)<η(((s,t),(x,y)»
Σ = ((iιJι),-,(inJn))

for some CΣE€. By induction on w, we can show that for any w, any element
in Wm is written as a C-linear combination of the elements in the set {EΣ\η(Σ)<
w, Σ is increasing} (see [22]).

We give a triangular decomposition of C/ζ, using a way similar to one in [22].
Let us prepare some notations.
• £/ζ is the algebra over C generated by Ei9 Fi9 K^, \<i<N with relations

(1.3), (1.4), (1.5).
• jV + (resp. Jf +} is the subalgebra of Uζ (resp. Uζ) generated by Ei9 \<i<N

along with 1.
• Jf - (resp. J^_) is the subalgebra of Uζ (resp. Uζ) generated by Fb \<i<N

along with 1.
• T (resp. J) is the subalgebra of Uζ (resp. Uζ) generated by K^ \<i<N

along with f.
• φϊ, φϊ~j, l'<ί^j<N are the elements of C/ζ, defined

if |/-;|>2,

if | ι-τl = l,

if |/-/Ί>2,

+ (resp. ,/_) is the two sided ideal of J^+ (resp. J^_) generated by φ+j9

\J9 l<i<j<N+l (resp. φy, \<i^j<N, Ff

ij9 1 </</<#+!).
JQ is the two sided ideal of T generated by Kf-1, l<i<N, Λα-l.

J is the two sided ideal of Uζ generated by φ^Λ< i Φj < N, EΪp 1 < i <j < N+ 1 >

We investigate the structute of Uζ as a vector space, in a way similar to the
proof in Lemma 2.1 and 2.2 in [22].

Let #*+ (resp. #"_) be the free associative C- algebra with 1 generators eh

l<i<N (resp. fh \<i<N). Let Cΐ&fv ,̂ ] be the C-algebra of Laurent
polynomials in indeterminates kί9 - - ,kN. Let Ji — ̂ -®cC\k^, - ,A:^](x)c^'+. The
elements /̂ ••/̂ •••fĉ — C-basis
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Of Jt.

Jί has a left C/ζ-module structure defined by

where //u means that fiu is omitted.

By this fact, it follows that the elements F^ FisK[l - - K%NEh - - Ejt, vί9 - ,ΌN e Z,l

^f'lΓ ΛJiί Jί^W, f°rm a ^asis °f ^c In fact» we have the left C/ζ-module
isomorphism τ : Oζ -> ̂  defined by

So we have C/ζ^ J^_(8)Γ®J^+ as a vector space, .yΓ+ (resp. J^_) is a free
algebra in the variables Ei (resp. F^ and Γ is the Laurent polynomial ring in the
variables K f .

We have U^=U^/^ as an algebra over C.
We obtain a triangular decomposition of C/ζ. It follows that C/ζ = ̂ Γ _ ® Γ® ̂ Γ +

as a vector space, *V±=Λ'±/S± and T^f/S0 as an algebra over C. It is
proved in the following way, which is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.3
in [22]. It suffices to prove:

To prove it, we show that Jϊ _fj +> J^_t/0J^+, and ,/_fJ^+ are ideals of
C/ζ. Firstly, we consider J _ f ̂ K + . The argument for Jf _ fj + is analogous. Let
r=^_fy+. It is clear that *± F c 7, y^± c 7, F fΓ c Y9 YFt c ΓL KB, c 7.
Let us show that Ei Y c 7. We define the two C-linear maps £* : J^ _ -> J^ _ by
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where αM=(α ί ;α ίu+1H ----- hαj, so that

We can show

(see Proposition 2.3 in [22]). Moreover we have

Σ

for
Let us show that [F,p,Ff,.] = 0, for ί<p<N and

If i<p<j—l, then we can obtain

= FipEpFfj-ζEfFpjFip

j— ζ2K~ l

using the equality EpFpj = FpjEp + ζKpiFp+ίj and so it follows that

We consider the case p = i. We have
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Here we used the equality Fίj+Fi+υ = ζ~1Fί+ ^f^. By induction, we can obtain that

Similarly, we can prove that [Ej_l9F
r

ij]=Q.
Thus, we obtain that E{Y <^ Y.
Nextly, we consider tyΓ_t/0J^+. It suffices to prove that for X=E or F and

r,jq-l]=0 and [Ar

ί,Λ
β-l

Let us show the formulas for Et. Indeed, we have

E{Kj = ζrKr

ίEi = KjEi

and

N \« / N ' \α

Π
\j=ι

\« / N ' \α

J =ζa(*k*M(T\Kj)Ei

/ V j = ι /

Similarly, we can prove the formulas [Fί,^;-l]=0 and [Fί?Λ
fl-l]=0.

The following map φ: C/ζ~ -+(U^)0 plays an important role.

Proposition 2.2. There is a Hopf algebra homomorphism φ: t/ζ~ ~^(U^)° such
that for X=Eh -EimKv,

0 otherwise,

otherwise,

where b- — r=Ύ=τ>

Proof. We put φ(Fi) = ξi,φ(Ki

±) = ηi

± and ι/y = ̂  ^-ι We define

inductively by
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We remark that if {iι, >im}ϊ{jι, Jn}9

 then

O. (**)

Let us prove the fact by induction on. We assume that it holds for m— 1. Then
we have

Σ ^r

= Σ «w, '̂-+'"^"''̂ ..^---^-^.---^"-^«JV
l<p<n

By the hypothesis of induction, if {iι9 9im-i}ϊ{jι9 Jp-ιJp+ι9—Jn}9 then

We consider the pair (ff) satisfying that (/'/)< (ιy) and that there is no pair (i"f)
with 07) <(/"/)<((/). It follows that

emi2^mi3 .. .£™i'j'(F \ — Γ\ (\\
SI 2 S13 St'j' W07 — U5 W

In fact, ί7iaffi3-ί?Γ(^y) and ξij{E^2E^"Έ^e)arQ C-linear combinations of

the elements in (**).
We note that

From these facts, it follows that if mΛ>nΛ and for any β with EΛ^Eβ, mβ = 0 or
nβ = Q, then

π ίΛ*,Y π E.-'
^611 + / \αeΠ +
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where X= UEe<Eβ^β and Y= ΐlEβ<Eaιξy. By the equality Ay£y = ζ2EiJKίj, we obtain

= π s^
αelϊt

where [m]=ζζΓ_~1

1. Here we have used the formula (*). Similarly, for wα<rcα, the
similar equality holds. Thus, we compute

(π "̂̂ )(π£„"•*.)= Π

It follows that any element Π^j, + ξx"'ηw is zero on φfj, 1 < / φj < N, E^, l<i<j<N+l,

K( — \, \<i<N, and A"— 1, and from the triangular decomposition of C/ζ, φ is
well-defined.

Moreover, the elements ξt and f/ j* satisfy the following relations:

(1) '/i>7., = '//?i,'/Γ1'?; = '7i»?Γ1=ε, (2.1)

(2) lίrf^C-'- ^yf,, (2.2)

(3) tf^-ίC + Γ^jίi + ̂ O (|/-71 = 1), (2.3)

(4) ί^^ίX, (|/-y|>2), (2.4)

(5) ίυ

?=0, (2.5)

(6) i / ^ β . Π ί β , (2.6)

(7) Δ(ξί)=^®f/ί-
1 + l®4Δ(^) = ̂ ±®ί/ί

±, (2.7)

(8) εfe)=0, 8(1,,*) = 1, (2.8)

(9) S&H-fcifcSfo,*)^. (2.9)

One can prove these formulas by easy computations. In the following, we show
only the formulas (2.2), (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7). For (2.2), f/^ is non-zero only on EjKv
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where its value is ζ(^Λ^bζ(Λi^ and ξ^ is non-zero only on EjK0 where its value

is bζ(Λi °\ For (2.5), it follows from the above equality that ξί/(ΠαeΠ + ̂ α

mαA:t;) = 0.

For (2.6), (Π Li^T is non-zero only on Kv. We have that for \<p<N,
(Π1j=ίη^a(Kp)=l. In fact, by the definition of ηt, we have

=ι
* (Kp)

For (2.7), Δ(£f) is non-zero only on EtKv(S)Kw and Kv®EtKw, where their values are

respectively bζ(<Xi'w} and b. On the other hand, ξ>i®ηi is non-zero only on EiKv®KW9

where its value is bζ(Λi'w\ and f fΓ 1 ®^ is non-zero only on K^Efi^ where its
value is b. The map φ is a Hopf algebra homomorphism.

Proposition 2.3. WΪE? <fe/zm? Φ: Uζ

+ x (7ζ~ -* C by Φ(x,y) = φ(y\x) for (x,y)
eC/ ζ

+ xC/ζ~. Then Φ is non-degenerate. Moreover, {YlaeΠ+Etx

m°ίKv\(m(X)eI, (v^eJ}

in proposition 2.1 is a C-basis of U^ and the Hopf algebra homomorphism φ is an

isomorphism.

Proof. By the discussion in the proof of Proposition 2.2, it follows that

φ
αeΠ+ αeΠ+

where [w]=^r, and [
For y,weP, we put

nυ-w= ΣC0^ W>

μeP

and

71 ... __ -y Λf I I -y. /y v /y ((Y\ — (l) \ Γl/M ^ 17) 1 ( U) I Γ" 7^^
(j — YV — j\, j e x ι " ι * ι~ -^v ι ^/V INN \\ is — \ if \ i/J\ i/'\ i/ /*

We have that

~ θ'<uN<a- 1

(N - l r - 1 \ α-1
ΓT V rMi(-x. -ι + 2xi-Xi + ι ) \ y £MN(-*N-ι + 2xN)
11 Zu ^ I LJ ^
i = 1 α, = 0 / u^y = 0

We assume Λ υ _ w τ^0. Then ΠfLV^Γ^oC"^"*1'1"1"2*'""*'"1"1^^ Hence we have that

—jc £ _! + 2jCj — jc i+! =0 (mod r), 2<i<N-1 and x2 = 2.*! (mod r). So, it follows that
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xi+l = 2xi — xi-i=2ixl—(i—l)xl=(i+i)xl (mod r).

Thus we obtain x^ix^ (mod r), l<i<N. From the equality

y £M2v(-xjv-ι + 2jcjv)_ y ruN(N + l)xι _ y ynMNxι / Q

UAT = 0 MJV = 0 UN = 0

we obtain that Λ^ =0, (mod a\ noting that ζ" is a primitive α-th root unity. While
xN = Nxi (mod r) and ad=r, we have that xN = 0 (mod a). As \xN\<a, it follows
that xN = 0. From the formulas xi = ixί (mod r) and xί=0 (mod α), we have that
— XN- ! +2xN = (N+ I)*! =0, (mod r) and so XN. ι=2xN (mod r). From the equality
x j _ 1 = 2xi — x ί+1 (mod r), by induction, we have that xt = (N— i+ l)jcN = 0, (mod
r). As l-xj^cr for \<ί<N—\, we obtain that xf = 0 for 1</<ΛΓ-1. Thus we
obtain that hv_w^0 if and only if v = w. Let L = \J\9 and then

For m = (mα)αeΠ+, we put

where cm is non-zero. From the above discussion,

J V r(v,u) ΓT zrmα^ (
)7 L ** l l ^ α Aϋf
l^Cm("i)eJ «eΠ+ ) (rnjzl,(Vi)eJ

is a basis for £/ζ

+ and C/ζ~, and they are orthonormal for the pairing Φ. Thus Φ
is non-degenerate and {ΠαeΠ+£;w^J(mα)6/)(t;.)e</ is a C-basis of t/ζ

+, by Proposition

2.1. From the definition of Φ, the homomorphism φ is an isomorphism.

Now we apply the quantum double construction to the Hopf algebra U^. By
the definition of the multiplication of the quantum double, one can derive the
following Lemma.

Lemma 2.4. Let et = E{®\, k? = K?® 1, /• = 1 ®φ(Fi), and h? = 1 ®φί^*) in
the quantum double D(U^\ These elements satisfy the following commutation
relations:

(1) kfl^hfrJcthΓ^kΓ^l, (2.11)

(2) hf^ζto^eWJj^-^ffa (2.12)
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(3) ΐ.ehf^ = δ l f L . (2.13)

Proof. For (2.13), we have

ffi = S(ζjKEύ' hj * ηj

where £_,. = φ(Fj) and 77 f = φ(̂ ). The other relations are also immediately obtained.

The Hopf algebra strucrture on D(Uζ

+) induces the one on Uζ.

Proposition 2.5. Let us define a map ψ:D(U^)-+ C/ζ by ψ(x®y) = xφ~l(y) for

x®yε ί/ζ

+®(t/ζ

+)° ̂  D(Uζ

+). Then the map ψ is a Hopf algebra epimorphism.

Proof. Comparing Lemma 2.4 with the commutation relations between Ei9 Ft

and Ki9 l<i<N, one can easily show that ψ is an algebra homomorphism. From

the fact that φ"1 is a Hopf algebra isomorphism, due to the Hopf algebra structure
of D(Uζ\ it follows that ψ is a Hopf algebra homomorphism. The surjectivity

of ψ follows from the fact that any element Xi Xp9 Xίe{Ei9Fi9Ki

±\l<i<N} is

written as a C-linear combination of the elements X+ 7_, X+ e C/ζ

+, 7_ e ί/ζ~, using

the relations (1.4) and (1.5).

Now, we obtain an explicit formula for a universal R of t/ζ, as the image of

the universal R of D(U^) under

Theorem 2.6. A universal R-matirx for Uζ is given by

R=j Σ -V'w) Π E*KV® Π F^K™ (2 14)

for m =
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Proof. Since the universal R of D(Uζ

+) satisfies (1.1) and (1.2), and ψ is a Hopf

algebra epimorphism, R also satisfies (1.1) and (1.2).

3. Results from the universal /^-matrix for Uζ

We recall how one can obtain tangle operators from representations of the
quasitriangulra Hopf algebra (Uζ,R), where R is the universal Λ-matrix for Uζ in
the previous section [13].

For non negative integers k and /, a (λ;,/)-tangle T is a smooth 1-manifold in

/?2x[0,l] such that its boundary θΓ={(ί,0,0)|l</<A:}u{(/,0,l)|l <y</}. We put
dΓ+ = {(/,0,0)|0</<A:} and 8T_ ={(/,0,l)| !</</}. All tangles are assumed to be
oriented.

It is well-known that every tangle diagram can be reconstructed from the
elementary diagrams in Fig.3.1, using the composition o (when defined) ant the tensor

product ® in the Fig.3.2.
A coloring of a tangle T is defined to be an assignment of a t/ζ-module to

each component of T. According to a coloring, we assign £/ζ-modules T+ to dT+ as
follows: if an arc S of T has a color V, then to each boundary point in R2 x {0,1}

associate V if the orientation is downwards and associate F* if it is upwards. Then

the C/ζ-module T+ (resp. Γ_) is the tensor product from left to right of the
C/ζ-modules associated to ST+ (resp. dΓ_). By convention, Γ± = Cif Γ is a link.

In this paper, we consider the following family of irreducible representations

of C/ζ with r = K+N+ 1 for a positive integer K. Let aLί9 ,QiN be the simple roots
of sl(N+ 1,C) and we put

where θ is the longest root, f) is the Cartan subalgebra of sl(N+l,C). Let λί9 9λN

be the fundamental dominant integral weight: each λi satisfies (λ^on^δ^ for any

α; . We see that λ — 1^=lmiλi for integers mι, ,mN. For each λzP+(K\ there

exists an irreducible highest weight module Vλ of Uζ with highest weigth λ and

elementary diagrams

Fig. 3.1 Fϊg. 3.2
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highest weight vector eλ such that

Here Jf + is the subalgebra of ί/ζ generated by Ei9 l<i<N and Jf _ is the

subalgebra of Uζ generated by Fi9 l<i<N.

Let T be a colored tangle such that each color of a component of T is

contained in the set {Vλ\λεP+(K}}. When Si9 9Sn are the components of Γ, a
coloring of T can be viewed as the map {!,••-,«} -»/>+(#). As is shown in [13],

there exists a t/ζ-linear map FΓ: Γ_ -* Γ+ such that it satisfies FToΓ=FτoFΓ and

''> and for elementary diagrams,

:' where R =

*)=/(*)>

'kx9 where

^ (for basis

where Kp = Πaeτι+Ka. If L is a colored oriented link with coloring v, FL is a scalar

map. We denote this scalar by J(L,v).
In the following proposition, using the explicit formula (2.14) of the universal

R for C/ζ, we shall compute two values, which are essential in the construction of

3-manifold invariants. We put q = ζ2.

Proposition 3.1. (1) Let Hλμ be a colored Hopf link such that the colors of
the two components are Vλ and Vμ drawn in Fig. 3. 3. Then we have

Fig. 3.3

nexp

Fig. 3.4
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p is half the sum of positive roots and W is the Weyl group.

(2) Let T be a colored (\,\}-tangle such that the one component has a color

Vλ in Fig.3.4. Then Fτ is the multiplication by exp2πχ/— lΔλ, where AΛ =
 OM

2p
2p).

Proof. (1) We conside the colored (l,l)-tangle in Fig.3.5. Since Vλ is

irreducible, FΓ is a scalar map. We denote this scalar by bλfl. To compute bλμ,

it is enough to evaluate FΓ(eλ) for the highest weight vector eλ. If R = Σk<xk®βk,

then we see R~ί=(id®S)(R). From the definitions of tangle operators, one can

obtain

By the formula (2.14), one has

ι = ϊ Σ s Π Fa"'Kw
\αeΠ

-'V' "1' Π E:-KU.S( Π / Λ^)V'
Cπ α6Π+ \αeΠ+ //

Since eλ is the highest weight vector, the only terms with raα = «α = 0 for any αeΠ

are non zero. Thus one can get

h a — V K ~ l f(v>u) K Tr (Kr~it'lw>u')K' K ~^\Pt}e—~ A S A 1 Γ V Λ S Λ 'A; )e

Noting that Σ^.^/^^'^VO if and only if λ = υ9 we can compute

~ ~
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Fig. 3.5 Fig. 3.6

where {μj is the set of weights of Vμ with multiplicity and ζ2 = q. It follows from
the character formula of Weyl (see for example [10]) that

_λμ~

Let Lλ be a colored unknot with a color λ in Fig.3.6. Then we see

which is called the quantum dimension of Vλ and we write it by dimqVλ. Since
J(Hλμ) = bλμd\mqVλ according to [13, Lemma 2.6], the formula (3.1) holds.

(2) As the representation Vλ is irreducible, the tangle operator Fτ is a scalar
map. We denote this scalar by vλ. To compute υλ9 it is enough to evaluate
Fτ(eλ) for the highest weight vector eλ of Vλ. When 7? = Σαk(x)jSk, one can see

From computations similar to the one made in the proof of (1), it follows that

= Σ ζ

= ζ(λ,λ)ζ(2p,λ)e

Thus the claim holds.
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Let S=(Sλμ) be the so-called S-matrix due to Kac [7], which is given by

/ _ l Λ Γ ( Λ Γ + l ) / 2

(3.2)

Comparing (3.1) with (3.2), one easily sees that Sλlt = S00bift.
By the discussion in [9], for any closed oriented connected 3-manifold M,

Z,(M) = C" Σ S0vW-S0vMJ(L,v)
vecol(L)

is a topological invariant of M, where C=(exp2πχ/
Γ^T^)~3, c = Xdϊms/^+lιC), L

is a framed link with n components such that M is obtained by Dehn surgery of
S3 along L, σ is the signature of the linking matrix of L, and col(L) means the
set of colorings of L.

We denote by Rep(sl(N+\9C)) the representation ring of sl(N+l,Q). It is
well-known that the representations of sl(N+ 1,Q with fundamental weight λi9

l<i<N, generate Rep(sl(N+ 1,Q). We put dP+(K) = P+(K+ l)\P+(K). Let Iκ be
the ideal of Rep(sl(N+ 1,C)) generated by the representations Wλ, λedP+(K). We
putRK = Rep(sl(N+l,C))/IK.

In [4], Goodman-Wenzl showed that the algebra Rκ is a free Z- module with
basis VV Λ corresponding to λeP+(K) and that

for non-negative integers Nv

λμ, which are called the fusion rule.
In Rep(Uς), the irreducible representation Vλ, λεP+(K\ can be written as a

formal sum of monomials in the fundamental representations Vλi, \<i<N such

that the monomials are in the span of {Vω\ωeP+(K)}. This follows from the
induction on the lexicographic order of Young diagrams, applying Littlewood-
Richardson rule to the decomposition of the tensor products of Vλ and Vλi. Using

the formal expressions, we can obtain the decomposition Vλ®Vμ = ΣveP+(K}n\vVv

+ Zλμ, for A, μ, where n\μ are integers and Zλμ is contained in the ideal generated
by the irreducible representations Vω for ωedP+(K). Since in decomposing tensor
products of the fundamental representations and Vλ, λeP+(K), we can apply
Littlewood-Richardson rule, in a way similar to the proof in Lemma 3.1 in [4],
we get n\μ = Ny

λμ. It follows that for λ,vεP+(K),

Vλ®Vμ= Σ ^lμVv + Zλμ. (3.3)
veP + (K)

We recall that the quantum dimension means the trace of the representation matrix
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of Kp and denote the quantum dimension of £/ζ module by dim^F. One can extend

the definition of the quantum dimension to a C-linear map from Rep( (7ζ) to C As the

quantum dimension of Vω, for ωeP+(K\ is equal to 0 from the equality [f]=0

(also see [3]), that of the tensor product of Vω and any representation of C/ζ is

also equal to 0. From these two facts, the extended quantum dimension of Zλμ is 0.

REMARK. It is shown in [1] that for λ, μ, we have a decomposition

where the dimension of C-module M\μ is equal to N\μ and the quantum dimension of
Zλμ is 0. Although, we don't need the fact.

As is shown in [13] for sl(2,C) by Reshetikhin and Turaev, we extend ZΓ(M) to
Zr(M,Γ) for M which contains a colored framed link L. Let T be a colored framed

link in S3 and we suppose that M is obtained by Dehn surgery on L. Then we

think of ΓuL as a framed link in S3, and we put

Zr(M,Γ)=C" £ S0v(ir.S0v(w/(Lu7>).
vecof(L)

From the above observation, one can get Verlinde's formula for the fusion

algebra Rκ with the fusion rule due to Goodman- Wenzl.

Proposition 3.2. The S-matrix (Sλμ)λ^eP+(K} and the fusion rule N'vλμ satisfy

Verlinde's formula:

Fig. 3.7 Fig. 3.8
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where for A,μ e P+(K\

Proof. Let us consider S2xS1 containing the 3-component link Lλμvφ with
colors λ, μ, v* drawn in Fig.3.7, where for the longest element vv0 in the Weyl group,
λ*= — w0(λ). Let L be an unknotted circle with the zero framing which links
Lλμvtdrawn in Fig.3.8. By the Dehn surgery on S3 along the circle L, one can
obtain (S2 xSl,Lλμv+). In a way similar to the proof in [16, §3], we prove the
assertion, evaluating Zr(52x51,LAμvJ in two ways.

We note that for λedP+(K), Vλ is irreducible and the quantum dimension
dim€FΛ = 0, and that a colored link with a component assigned with the tensor
product of Fω, ωedP+(K) and the fundamental representations can be regarded
as a colored link with a component assigned Kω, ωedP+(K). Then, by the formula
(3.3) and the unitarity of the S-matrix (5Aμ) [7], we can compute

=£,eΣ(]

i

On the other hand, a link LΛμv_ u L can be regarded as the result of connecting 3 Hopf
links in a way analogous to the proof in [16], and so we can directly compute
from Proposition 3.1 (1)

, μ v .
^00 ε *JQε

Thus the claim follows from the comparison of these two evaluations.
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